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CONCLUSION
“ I must be the change I wish to see in the world around me. 
  ~ Gandhi

MOVING FORWARD 

At Sustainable Works our mission is both to provide environmental education and to inspire individuals to take action.   We hope 
that by participating in our workshops and reading this Worksbook you have learned about the hundreds of solutions that you can 
implement in your own life that will help you reduce your ecological footprint, save money, improve your health and preserve the 

beauty of this planet for future generations. 

But the journey you have embarked on with us on the path to a more sustainable lifestyle is just the beginning!  Be proud of the sustainable 
solutions you have incorporated into your life today and set new goals for the future. Share what you’ve learned with family and friends, 
volunteer in your community, educate yourself about local and national environmental regulations and policies and advocate for positive 
change.  

While individual actions are a vital !rst step towards building a more sustainable future,  even bigger changes are possible when we work 
together to change the systems that have caused of so much of our environmental crises.  One by one, people like you are taking responsibility 
for their own impact on the planet and recognizing the power they have to make a di"erence.  You are a part of the growing critical mass 
of passionate and motivated individuals who have the power to transform our current economic, political, energy, transportation, and food 
systems.  We can imagine a better future together and be a part of making it a reality. 
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We have to do the best  
we can. This is our  
sacred human 
responsibility.

 ~Albert Einstein
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